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What is the SQE

• Instead of different qualifications, each set by 
individual universities, there will be a single 
national licensing examination – Solicitors 
Qualifying Examination (SQE)

• We will no longer specify routes to admission 
as a solicitor, but require all solicitors, no 
matter how they trained, to pass the SQE



The SQE will benefit

The public – who can have greater confidence in the competence 

of the solicitors they use

Law firms – guarantee of standards; greater opportunity to tailor 

training to their needs

Education providers – ability to innovate and opportunity to 

demonstrate the quality of their training

Would-be solicitors – Fairness and choice



Rules

• SQE 1 must be passed before SQE 2 can be attempted

• Maximum of three attempts over six years



SQE stage 1

Functioning Legal Knowledge Assessments

• Principles of Professional Conduct, Public and Administrative law and 

the legal systems of England and Wales

• Dispute Resolution

• Property Law and Practice

• Business Law and Practice

• Wills and the Administration of Estates; equity and trusts

• Criminal Law and Practice

• Taxation, EU, Solicitors Accounts, Contract, Tort

• Ethics will pervade

Practical Legal Skills Assessment
• Legal Research

• Writing Skills



SQE stage 2

Practical Legal Skills Assessments

• Client interviewing

• Advocacy/Persuasive Oral Communication

• Case and Matter Analysis – including Negotiation Planning

• Legal Research and Written Advice

• Legal Drafting

Assessed in the following contexts:

• Criminal Practice; Dispute Resolution; Property; Wills and the 

Administration of Estates; Business Practice



Qualifying work experience

• At least 2 years’ experience of legal services which enables a candidate to 

develop the competences in the Statement of Solicitor Competence

• Can be with no more than four different organisations

• No requirement for three practice areas

• Sign off by COLP, or solicitor (where no COLP) – removing the Training Principal 

role 

• A solicitor on behalf of a university can sign off, provided they have direct 

experience of candidate’s work, eg through reviewing work diary/portfolio and 

feedback from supervisor



Practical arrangements

2 Two exam sittings per year 

SQE available in England and Wales; wide network for written 

tests; limited number of centres for oral skills

And (for written tests) internationally

Future – sittings/venues will keep pace with demand



Transition

Consulted in autumn 2017

If introduced in 2020, last academic year on old system is 2019/2020

Start QLD/CPE before 2020: choose to continue under old system 
to 2031, or qualify under SQE                



Kaplan

• An SQE team run by solicitors who understand legal education and practice

• With unique experience and expertise in high stakes professional assessment in 
law in England and Wales leading to licensure

• Assuring the quality of assessment design, by a structured approach of internal 
employed expertise and access to world-class psychometric consultants

• Overseen by an Advisory Board, including senior psychometricians from the US 
National Conference of Bar Examiners and National Board of Medical Examiners

• With the strength and support of a global education and assessment organisation 
with a 75 year history



The SQE: Underlying theory and methods of 
assessment

• Current Good Assessment Practice

Validity, Reliability and Accuracy/Precision

A pass mark related to the difficulty of the assessment

• Methods of assessment
Stage 1: MCT – assessment of applied knowledge 

Stage 2: Skills: “High fidelity” tasks



Fundamental Psychometric Notions

• Validity

Mainly content and test method-related: testing the right things in appropriate ways; 

qualitative

• Reliability

Mainly technical to do with consistency and predictive utility; numerical. Does the test rank 

order candidates in a way that would be replicated in another exam? Measured most 

commonly by the alpha co-efficient but other more demanding measures are available

• Accuracy/Precision

Again, mainly technical – statistically related to reliability; numerical. How precise is any 

candidate’s score? Estimated by the Standard Error of Measurement (SEm)



The traditional approach to setting pass marks

• 40%: Pass mark in undergraduate degree

• 50%: Pass mark on the LPC

• 60%: Pass mark on the BPTC

• What should the pass marks be for the SQE and how would we 
justify them?



What is the alternative?

• Don’t start from a number and apply it to the script

• Using the professional judgement of the solicitor examiners, 
apply a description of the just passing candidate to the exam to 
arrive at the pass mark



Why does the theory matter?

• In a high stakes professional exam whether or not candidates qualify cannot be 

determined by luck but rather by a reliable and accurate assessment of their 

competencies and knowledge

• Responsibility to the consumer

• Responsibility to the profession

• Responsibility to the candidates

• The exam must be defensible in the courts 



Methods of Assessment: Multiple choice 
Questions



Methods of assessment: 
Multiple choice questions - The objections

• “You can guess the answer”

• “They just test memory”

• “They aren’t intellectually rigorous”

• “They test nit-picky facts”

• “They have no relationship to what lawyers have to do in 
practice”

Most criticism of multiple choice questions is about poorly drafted 
multiple choice questions



A well drafted MCT question

A woman gives her second house (‘the property’) to her nephew. The property has never been the 

woman’s principal private residence and throughout her ownership the property has been used only 

by the woman and her family as a holiday home. Her nephew intends to use the property as his own 

principal private residence. The increase in value of the property during the woman’s period of 

ownership after deduction of allowable expenditure and the annual exemption is £5,000. The woman 

does not have any losses for capital gains tax (CGT) purposes.

Which of the following statements best explains whether CGT must be paid in respect of the 

£5000 gain?

A. No, because the nephew intends to use the property as his principal private residence.

B. No, because the disposal was by way of gift not sale and is therefore exempt from CGT.

C. No, because the woman and her nephew can elect for hold-over relief to apply to the gain. 

D. Yes, because the gift is a disposal for CGT purposes and no further exemptions or reliefs apply.

E. Yes, because CGT is charged on all gains from disposals of land.

•



A well drafted MCT question

A man died one year ago. In his will the man appointed trustees to hold his residuary estate 

on trust for his widow for life and on her death for his children in equal shares. The will does 

not contain any express powers. The widow wanted to buy a house and asked the trustees 

to advance capital to help her to do this. The trustees advanced 60% of the trust fund to the 

widow for this purpose. The widow then changed her mind and used the money to set up a 

business.

What is the best explanation of why the payment to the widow is a breach of trust?

A. Because the trustees distributed more than 50% of the trust fund.

B. Because a business is not a permitted investment.

C. Because the trustees did not ensure that the widow used the funds to buy the house

D. Because the trustees do not have the power to advance capital to the widow

E. Because the widow did not share the capital advanced with the children



The sort of question we would not use

• How many days before a summary judgment hearing must the 
respondent serve any evidence in reply?

A. More than 7 days

B. At least 7 days

C. 3 days

D. At least 3 days

E. None of the above



The sort of question we would not use

Which of the following statements is true?

i. General damages include damages for future pain and suffering and loss of amenity

ii. General damages are only damages for future pain and suffering

iii. Past loss of earnings are special damages

iv. Damages for past pain suffering and loss of amenity are special damages

A. All of the above

B. None of the above

C. i and ii only

D. iii and iv only

E. I and iv only



Advantages of good multiple choice questions

• Can assess application of fundamental legal principles in 
realistic situations

• Assess a large number of topics reducing the likelihood that 
candidates will pass or fail by luck

• Marked consistently over any number of candidates

• Less open to allegations of subjectivity, bias and discrimination



Methods of assessment: Skills



Methods of assessment: Skills

• Giving candidates real “high fidelity” solicitors’ tasks to perform 
of the sort that might be expected on Day One

• Assessing competencies that cannot be assessed in the MCT –
oral skills, research, drafting and writing

Challenges

• Realism: Use of professional actors

• Standardisation: Extensive training and monitoring of markers 
and actors



Update on implementation plans

Current thinking

Timing
• We understand stakeholders want early clarity around 2020 or 2021; hope to 

release information before end of 2018

• Decision will depend on: 
o market readiness
o availability of final version of assessment specification
o completion of piloting and testing
o readiness of final assessments and supporting systems
o readiness of SRA’s operational systems
o final decision from LSB

Fees
• We hope to be able to release a range of indicative fees in the coming 

months. The final fee will depend on exact assessment design



Update on implementation plans

Testing and Piloting

A full run of the proposed assessments looking at aspects such as:

• Reproducibility and precision of scores

• Setting the pass mark

• Approaches to reporting candidate scores

• Approaches to detecting bias

Candidates

• As representative a group of candidates as possible

• Selection of candidates by application



Update on implementation plans

A revised Assessment Specification

• It will answer the question: “What will the SQE assess and how will it be assessed?”

• It will not tell you how to teach it

• It will set out the format of the assessments. Decisions on the number of pass/fail points, the 
number of questions going towards each pass fail point and the time per question will result from 
the testing and piloting

• It will be presented in as clear and intelligible a way as possible

• It will centre round a statement of the overall purpose of the assessment (Assessment Objectives); 
the Statement of Functioning Legal Knowledge the Statement of Competence, and the Threshold 
Standard

• The emphasis given to different areas of legal knowledge and skills will be indicated (blueprinting)

• It will be accompanied by sample questions



Update on implementation plans

Stakeholder engagement and opportunities for involvement

• Representative reference group

• LinkedIn discussion group

• Information will be published on SRA website (SQE resources pages) – www.sra.org.uk/sqe

• Ongoing meetings with representative groups, and individual law firms and training providers

• Launch of Career in Law Facebook page

• SQE Training Provider Conference: 

• 18 December 2018, Coventry University

• Email sqe@sra.org.uk

http://www.sra.org.uk/sqe
mailto:sqe@sra.org.uk

